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March of Dimes SMP 

Advertising goal: To raise awareness and donations for the March of Dimes. Last year the 
March of Dimes made 39.3 million in donations, we want to raise that by at least 15% in 2018. 

Client Key facts: The March of Dimes was started on the night before World War Two. It was 
originally called the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis (NFIP). It was founded by 
Franklin D. Roosevelt. Today It is Known as the March of Dimes and they work specifically to 
prevent birth defects, educate about how to have a healthy pregnancy, and to increase knowledge 
about premature births.  
 The March of Dimes raises awareness in many ways.They partner with hospitals, health 
agencies, and professional associations to increase awareness for their cause and to teach about 
pre-mature birth. They also have many fund raising events including Summits, Heroine awards, 
and “March for Babies.  

Key features: 1. Non-Profit organization that helps fight against prematurity in pregnancy.  
  2. Attempt to teach people about pre-mature pregnancy, birth defects, SIDS, and  
  other key illnesses involving infants.  
  3. have multiple research facilities that do research into prematurity, Birth   
  Defects, and Infant health. 
  4. The MOD has a interactive website that shows ambassadors, MOD cause,  
  Health and research topics, MOD professionals, and it has a way to get involved  
  in a gathering or to just donate. 
  5. Created by Franklin D. Roosevelt.  
  6. Events are located usually in or around major cities in the U.S.  
  7. The March of Dimes has the ability and resources to raise millions of dollars. 

Target Audience: The Target Audience is men and women ages 24-30. These people are having 
kids soon or have a kid between the ages of 0-12 months. They are middle class and live in the 
suburbs of a city. The household income of these people ranges from $65,000 to $130,000.  

Benefits: 1. People can donate any amount of money, not only big donations. 
     2. Marches, classes, and other events are usually held on weekends or after normal  
     working hours so working parents can attend. 
     3. If a interested person can not make it to an event they can go look at the research  
     and information on the free online site.  



     4. The website allows for interested people to sign up as volunteers for the events.  
     5. The website has stories from parents who have had children that were born   
     prematurely, had birth defects, and have had SIDS so people can relate.  

direct competitors:  

1. SIDS Institute- This national nonprofit company was founded in 1983 to prevent Sudden 
Infant Death Syndrome. It not only does research into SIDS but educates, and supports 
families about the disease. 

2. First Candle- In 2012 this organization was one of six that was involved in NICHD’s Safe to 
Sleep campaign. Their goal is to save babies from SIDS and support families who have gone 
through the tragedy of losing a child. 

3. SIDS America- A faith based nonprofit that provides hope, help, and helming to families that 
need it due to SIDS.  

Indirect Competitors: 

1. Make-a-wish organization- Started in 1980 this organization grants kids with usually 
terminal illnesses wishes. Usually this involves meeting a celebrity they like or doing a job 
the wished to have. It is a Very big, high profile non-profit that could take some donations 
away from the March of Dimes if someone is just looking to donate money to a good cause. 

2. Big Brothers Big sisters of America- A nonprofit that has been around more than a century. It 
gives kids who don't have a lot of support at home opportunities and mentors to reach their 
potential.  

3. Room to Read- Room to Read give kids from low income families opportunities to focus on 
literacy. They also push for gender equality in education. They plan to give kids 
opportunities for the future by teaching them to read. 

Brand Image: Currently the MOD Brand image is seen as a mainly fundraising organization. 
People know it for its Marches and other events that raise money for research into infant illnesses 
and deaths. It is also widely know by parents and those expecting children, the younger  
 The desired brand image will hopefully add to the previous one. We want to keep the 
walks and fundraising, but want people to also know about all the great research that is done to 
stop premature birth and other infant illnesses like SIDS.  
 There are a few obstacles in the way of this new brand image. The first is there need to be  
a lot more awareness to March of Dimes. The Brand has kind of plateaued over the past years 
due to bad marketing and lack of new ideas. Second, at the events there needs to be more 
information given about the research that is being done so people know what there money is 
going too. Maybe there could be a tent at these events to educate people as well. 



Strategic Message:  

Since the 1940s, The March of Dimes has been a trusted non-profit where families can go to 
learn, research, donate, participate and most importantly the March of Dimes Stops Child 
Mortality.  

Supporting Evidence: 

• The March of Dimes has been around and trusted sine the 1940s When FDR started it. 
• Been the leading non-profit for Infant related illnesses for the past 30 years 
• Host many events to educate and raise money and awareness 
• Partners with many credible hospitals and healthcare agencies   
• raised 39.3 million dollars last year 
• Have the best scientists and researchers working for them. 

   


